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he story of what was called the de
Loys’ Manbeast has had wide
publicity, and is now firmly lodged in the
realm of the unexplained. We are told that
the animal was shot in the jungles of
Venezuela in 1920 by a member of a
Swiss expedition headed by Francis de
Loys. He took this photograph; then cut
of the head and skinned the creature for
subsequent scientific analysis. Unfortunately, both were lost in a boating
accident. Nevertheless, the photograph
was submitted as evidence.
De Loys claimed that the creature
was just over 5 feet tall (said to be 61.81
inches or 1.57 meters). This was highly
disputed until someone noticed that the
oddity was sitting on a fuel crate, which
had known measurements (15.5 inches
high). Analysis of the crates was said to
confirm de Loys’ height estimate.
My own analysis indicates that the
seated animal is 44.9 inches tall. This
gives us a head height of 7.39 inches. If
the standing height is 61.81 inches then
the head to height ratio is 8.36:1. That is
likely improbable. If we adjust for the
fact that the mouth is open, then the ratio
would be even greater. The maximum
human ration is 8:1; the great apes are
much less.
If we use the ratio for regular
chimpanzees and gorillas (6:1), then this
animal was 3 feet, 8.4 inches tall. A spider
monkey (considered likely) skeleton
(inset) also indicates about this ratio.
If we use the ratio for bonobos (7:1)
then this animal was 4 feet, 3.8 inches
tall.
My opinion is that the animal was no
greater than 4 feet tall. This is another one
of those “you can’t have you cake and eat
it too” situations. If the head ratio and the
crate height don’t reasonably agree, well
one or the other is wrong.
Of course, it’s difficult to conclude
that de Loys was incorrect in his height
estimate; however, perhaps it was not his
estimate. It appears some “professionals”
were anxious to discover a new species.
There is also speculation that the creature
was a hoax (a monkey of some sort made
to look unusual), and was not photographed in Venezuela.
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SPIDER MONKEY

The following is from Wikipedia as
to the animal’s description:
The animal resembled a spider
monkey, but was much larger:
1.57 m tall (compared to the
largest spider monkeys, which
are just over a metre tall). De
Loys counted 32 teeth (most
New World monkeys have 36
teeth), and noted that the
creature had no tail.
Whatever the case, it appears the

animal was mathematically much less
than 5 feet tall and that is the only point I
wish to make.
François Fernand
Hector de Loys ,
Swiss geologist
(1892–1935).
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t appears this letter and the press
sparked off major speculation that the
US Army knew about the sasquatch at an
“official” level. It was thought that if the
US Government (Army Corps of Engineers) included the sasquatch in its Washington State Environmental Atlas, then
the entity must exist. Nothing could be
further from the truth.
I went directly to the Army Atlas
people and asked for an explanation. As it
happened, they were determined to
provide more information in their publication that would be of interest to the
general public; they wanted to improve
their image. They had received feedback
from some people who suggested providing information on the sasquatch.
Several of the Atlas people thought it was
a good idea; why not sort of thing. If the
entry was refused, so what? They researched information on the sasquatch
and put together a decent summary and
provided sighting statistics. To imply that
the entry was “light-hearted” they included a cartoon:
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Upper management people failed to
pay attention to what was planned (they
were likely sent a draft), so the Atlas just
sailed through and was published at a cost
of $200,000.
I provided the complete, highly
detailed story in Know the Sasquatch (pp.
200 to 2003. In truth, before I researched
the story, I even considered the Atlas a
form of US government sasquatch recognition.
We are inclined to take material of
this nature at face value. As a result you
will see the Atlas referenced as proof that
the US government gives the sasquatch
full credibility.
You might note that in the adjacent
official letter, the writer asks for information on the sasquatch. That was
back in 1975, so I doubt the request still
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stands. I don’t think Dr. Markotic responded; but he should have.
The upper management people for
the Atlas were not at all pleased; they failed to see any humor in what was done
and considered the entry bad publicity.
Nevertheless, the Corps did not suffer.
In my opinion, many people would consider the entry a mark of honesty. The
Washington State “environment” certainly has a lot of sasquatch sightings, so the
Atlas people explained the situation as
they should. Indeed, at least one county
in Washington had sasquatch protection
laws at that time.
For sure, the Atlas resulted in more
sasquatch awareness, whatever the circumstances. Unfortunately, the Atlas is
about all we have from the US government.
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ome time in the early 1990s, the
subject of Ray Wallace and Rant
Mullens came up when I met with René
Dahinden. I knew very little at that time.
I suppose he told me what he knew, and
before I left he gave me a photocopy of an
article in the Los Angeles Times, for June
4, 1982. I read it and, filed it away.
I ran across the article the other day
and re-read it. For certain it shows just
how silly Wallace and Mullens were. I
suppose they were just having a lot of fun
and all that—by this time bigfoot was on
its way to becoming a joke, so they jumped on the bandwagon. I thought you
might like to see what was written 36
years ago, so provide the article on the
following pages. I continue my talk on
page 4.
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More than Fantasy
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Continued from page 2
Perhaps at the same meeting with
René, but I believe later, he gave me a
photocopy of something Peter Byrne had
given to him many years earlier
(probably the 1960s). It showed a photo
of Ray Wallace with a story on the back.
Here is the photo followed by the story.

Unfortunately, Ray Wallace still
haunts us from his grave. When he died in
2002, a relative went to the press with a
pair of Wallace’s wooden feet; as usual,
the press went wild.
In 2013, Daniel Loxton stated in the
“Abominable” book (page 44) by him and
Donald Prothero, the following:
As Wallace's son put it to reporters,
“Ray L. Wallace was Bigfoot. The
reality is, Bigfoot just died.” Given
the pivotal importance of the Bluff
Creek tracks, I cannot help but think
that he was right.

I don’t recall any more discussions
with René about Wallace and Mullens. I
suppose we didn’t want to waste our time.
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Of course, I would expect that sort of
thing from Loxton, he’s just a journalist;
however, Prothero is a PhD scientist.
Furthermore, the book was published by
Columbia University Press. You might
reflect a little on the previous article
about the government Environmental
Atlas. It’s obvious that some management
people are simply dead from the neck up
in many situations.
Mullens slipped into history without
a murmur; well, nothing that I know of. I
must admit that he and Wallace certainly
made a mess of things, which was
obviously their objective; they were
probably journalists at heart.
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